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B.C. SARA
concerns
Species At Risk Act under scrutiny after
environmentalist pressure
BY LAUREN L EVAY

A

fter environmental groups applied for judicial
review of the federal government’s “failure
and refusal to perform their statuary duty
under SARA [Species at Risk Act],” a draft recovery
plan for Southern Mountain Caribou has been developed
that is now under question by the B.C. forest industry.
The threat of action has raised alarm among B.C.’s forest
sector and brought SARA under scrutiny.
The federal Ministers of Environment and Fisheries
and Oceans were challenged by five environmental
groups represented by Ecojustice for not enforcing
SARA. Now, industry is concerned that the federal
recovery strategy does not recognize the provincial
recovery plans and all the efforts to date made by
industry to protect the species.
The five groups (The David Suzuki Foundation,
Greenpeace Canada, Sierra Club of BC Foundation,
Western Canada Wilderness Committee and Wildsight)
challenged the government for failing to develop and
post recovery strategies for four particular species:
the Nechako white sturgeon, the pacific humpback
whale, the marbled murrelet and the southern mountain
woodland caribou. The two species of relevance to the
industry are the marbled murrelet and the southern
mountain woodland caribou. The former impacts coastal
B.C., while the latter impacts the interior of B.C.
Mara Kerry, director of science and policy at The
David Suzuki Foundation asserted that the federal
government is “really behind, and that is part of the
reason the David Suzuki Foundation and other parties
participated in the court case. It’s also because these
species have the potential to be impacted by the
environmental assessment review process that was
going on for the Enbridge gateway pipeline,” Kerry said.
The Working Forest spoke with industry members
representing the coastal and interior forest industry in
B.C. to understand the impacts the threat of legal action
and proposed federal recovery plans may have on B.C.’s
forest sector.
Rick Jeffery, president & CEO of Coast Forest
Products Association has worked on Coastal SARA
issues for some time. He argues that the industry is not
seeking ways to put off managing species at risk, but
rather, is trying to manage species at risk in an effective
manner.
“As part of the court ruling around recovery strategies,
the court has deemed that the way the Act is written, the
federal government must identify critical habitat for the
recovery of the species. Quite often we are finding it
may not be critical habitat that is the limiting factor or
there is insufficient science or not enough information
available to adequately model or determine what critical
habitat is.”
While SARA trumps provincial legislation, prior to
doing anything, the federal government will conduct a

critical habitat effectiveness protection assessment to
determine the status of provincial actions. Should they
deem that provincial actions are not sufficient, they will
implement their own actions.
Minister of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource
Operations, Steve Thomson is concerned that if the
federal plan is enacted “without recognition of the work
that we have done, it can potentially have a significant
impact on the industry. It’s about making sure we have
that balanced approach and recognition of industry’s
efforts.”
A federal recovery strategy for the southern mountain
woodland caribou was unveiled and opened for
consultation just prior to the scheduled start of the
judicial review.
James Gorman, President of the Council of Forest
Industries, along with Jim Hackett of the Interior
Lumber Manufacturers’ Association, drafted a letter
to the federal Environment Minister, the Honourable
Leona Aglukkaq, outlining concerns and issues with
the draft strategy and potential impacts it could have on
forest companies across the Interior of B.C.
In the letter, Gorman and Hackett explain that the
federal plan does not recognize past management
practices, which includes the current provincial
recovery plan. Moreover they call on the government
to evaluate the socio-economic impacts of the federal
recovery plan.
COFI and IMLA fully advocate implementing the
provincial plan and point out many uncertainties with
the federal strategy. Statements within the federal plan
are said to be unquantifiable due to a lack of specifics
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Consultation process underway
for proposed changes
BY BR ETT H AN SON

T

he question of how to manage British
Columbia’s vast timber resource is once again
up for debate. Minister Steve Thomson’s
announcement of a renewed public consultation
process aimed at converting management from
volume-based to area-based tenure has been met with
passionate and disparate opinions.
The current round of public consultation began with
the destruction of the Babine Forest Products mill in
Burn’s Lake and a desire to find a timber allocation to
restart the mill. At the same time there was the review of
the midterm timber supply and a legislative committee
holding panel discussions on the topic. Stemming from
that was a recommendation to diversify forest tenures
and give consideration to area based tenures. Prior to
the May 2013 provincial election, a cabinet document
containing a suggestion that government would make
changes without consultation was leaked. In the face
of the ensuing controversy the issue was dropped until
April of this year.
President New Direction Resource Management,
Bill Bourgeois, supports the idea of area based
management in the province but believes the tenure
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while other statements are unrealistic, impractical or
unattainable. Furthermore, they argue that the plan
does not appear to recognize the balancing that forest
managers must carry out in order to meet societal
objectives across the landbase.
“There is some language in the plan about additional
critical habitat. We don’t know what that means because
there were no maps drawn with the plans. The province
seems to have an attitude that it can defend the plan it
has in place, we just need to implement it. That remains
to be seen,” Hackett noted.
While Hackett believes the current plan is effective,
he explains that not all recovery actions have been
applied on the landbase. “One of the critical things is the
control of predators like wolves. Politically, that’s not
very palatable. So the government has not aggressively
gone after that.”
Created by a team of biologists, the provincial plan
was predicated on 6 key actions which were all required
in order to meet the goals of stabilizing and increasing
the caribou population. To date, habitat preservation has
been the only action to be fully implemented.
As a result, the plan has not been as effective and
2014 milestones have not been met. This highlights
that additional habitat preservation is not the answer,
as witnessed by declining populations in provincial and
national parks.
“One of the failures of SARA is that the recovery
strategy does not take socio-economic impacts into
consideration. That comes into consideration when an
action plan is developed,” Jeffery explained.
He argues it is important to consider socio-economic
impacts earlier in the process, during the recovery
strategy when ‘critical’ habitat is being identified.
“When they identify critical habitat it essentially
becomes a manmade line which development can’t
occur,” Jeffery remarked.
A more balanced approach can achieve the recovery
of a species while also meeting harvesting obligations.
“What you want to do is create a recovery strategy that
is implementable and effective. In order to do that, you
need to look at who’s going to implement it and quite
often it’s the people who will manage the land.”

When asked if stakeholders should be involved in the consideration, while also widening the scope of what
recovery plans, Kerry commented, “Recovery planning is deemed ‘science.’
is really based on science, and what the species need to
“SARA was designed with the sole specific objective
recover. We need to know without any other constraints to protect a species at all costs. We want to protect
what the species need to survive. Reality comes in at species, but it can’t be at all costs, and you have to make
the action planning stage. At the recovery planning sure you are bringing the best available information,
stage, it should be kept to the groups that are specified science, and management of these species. To do that,
under the law.”
you need to consult with those who have the science
Jeffery however argues, “You have this philosophically and the knowledge. That includes First Nations.”
inferior view that says if you introduce socio-economics
Jeffery explained that frustration sets in further as
into the recovery process, you would have a less than industry continues to work constructively with the
optimal recovery plan. Our experience on the coast here provincial and federal government on SARA,to no
is, if properly done, you can achieve both objectives. avail. “When amendments are proposed that are good
As a course of public policy, why wouldn’t you include public policies and effective at managing species at
that full view at the beginning?”
risk, they [environmental groups] block those efforts.”
Including industry in the recovery plans would be
Kerry confessed that The David Suzuki Foundation
beneficial as Jeffery points out that they have expertise would be willing to work in a constructive manner,
and experience on the land-base. “We have put millions however, defended the regulations that are in place.
“It’s important we have a foundation of good law and
into research for managing these species.”
Prior to this court case, there have been several regulation because there are those on both sides that
concerns among industry members regarding SARA. would take advantage of the situation.”
It is with these laws and regulations that Jeffery
“There is a broad understanding across parliament hill
that there are significant issues and challenges in the points out that the environment groups continue to
bludgeon the government with and Gorman contends
way SARA is constructed,” Jeffery commented.
The other area of concern is how COSEWIC the government has now been caught flat footed. ◊
(Committee on the Status of Endangered
Wildlife in Canada) lists, delists or
reclassifies species, which COFI argues
requires examination. Issues have been
identified such as a need for greater scrutiny
of the process, increased scientific rigour,
minimum inventory standards, population
dynamic and socio-economic analyses.
“There are some procedural issues
that allow COSEWIC to not only make
recommendations to the minister on the
basis of evidence, but can also infer or Juvenile marbled murrelet
speculate on what might
happen,” Jeffery informed.
“That has resulted in
some species remaining
on the list or improper
classifications.”
Jeffery believes
the legislation should
consistently take new
scientific findings into
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B.C. forest tenure
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of Tree Farm Licences (TFLs) under which area based
management is governed is flawed.
“Area based management is good because a licensee
is responsible for the management of a defined area
over the long term. I don’t believe government has an
internal system (volume-based tenures-75% of BC)
that will allow for consistent management in the long
term. We are seeing evidence of that in areas where
they are supposed
to be doing the
management and
d o n ’t h a v e t h e
budget, so they
don’t do it. Area
based management
is the right thing to
do. The question
that I have is TFL
tenures the right
model to deliver
on that area based
Min. Steve Thomson
management,”
Bourgeois said.
“The biggest issue that I see is that we don’t have a
vision and set of goals for BC forests that drive policy
decisions so you get this kneejerk reaction to different
items as they arise,” Bourgeois said. “First you must
decide what you want from your forest and then go to
the toolbox and look for tools that will deliver on that
vision and goal. Instead we always play in the tool
box. No government in B.C. has created a vision that

is legally binding to drive policy.”
Minister of Forests, Lands and Natural Development
Steve Thomson said, “One of the advantages of area
tenure is greater certainty of timber supply. It’s an
incentive to invest in silviculture, inventory and to
spend money on processing facilities. We feel it will
provide that opportunity and contribute more supply
to the mid-term timber supply needs. We see that as
one of the key benefits.”
“The results of the consultation will inform how
we move forward. When the process is complete the
recommendation will determine the steps forward
once we assess all the input and recommendations,”
Thomson said.
In response to the question of concerns that the shift
to area based tenure would lead to a privatization of
public lands Minister Thomson said “Crown land
remains crown land for all of us to enjoy. Neither
volume based nor area based tenure provide rights to
occupy that land beyond the timber harvesting rights
and associated activities. It’s one of the perceptions
that is out there but is not the case.”
Bourgeois remains skeptical of the government’s
motives for the tenure reform. He calls the
government’s assertion
that a change will be better
for communities and better
for the stewardship of forest
land ‘strictly political spin.’
“The legislation being
proposed is enabling
legislation and is not area
specific it is province
wide. The idea that there
will be change only where

Ashley Brown picking spruce cones to re-seed
Decicon Logging’s forest in Foleyet, Ontario
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people want it or where there is a crisis is simply a
policy implementation of that enabling legislation,”
Bourgeois said. “The policy will change at the political
whim of the government of the day. The Minister and
government have
not been very clear
and open about what
that really means
and all that does is
continue to generate
mistrust.”
For his part
Minister Thomson
admitted the
limitation of a
change to area
based tenure.
Bill Bourgeois
“This is not
the panacea to
addressing the challenges around mountain pine beetle
impact we feel it’s one of the tools in the tool box that
could assist,” Thomson said. “We don’t have a specific
timeline in terms of the decision that will be informed
by the consultation.” ◊
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EDITORIAL
Knowledge can power the industry
Though the Canadian forest industry may be separated by invisible
boarders and differs in market base, tree species, and governing bodies,
similarities are always evident.
One of the main issues that effects the industry across the country is
a misinformed public. By and large, the forest industry and its practices
are misunderstood. Extensive plans that manage the forests on a long
term basis are misinterpreted as ‘deforestation’ and ‘destruction’.
It’s difficult to not cringe when someone prints off a perceived amount
of too much paper then says, “Sorry for killing the trees.” Little do they
realize, they are supporting one of Canada’s oldest and most sustainable
industries—something that should conjure pride, not shame.
A collection of children’s drawings depicting ways to save the
environment were displayed in North Bay’s TD Bank. Not surprisingly, two
of the thirteen photos said to not cut trees, while several others displayed
forests and animals with the caption ‘save the environment.’ All the while,
the paper they drew on came from sustainably managed forests.
Though it’s not a new issue, the problem is perpetuated as these
children grow up to be future leaders, teachers, and policy makers.
Knowledge is power and it’s time we give the future generations the
power to end the forestry myths that have been bolstered by decades
of misinformation.
While there are provincial and locals efforts that are recognized and
applauded, it may be time for the industry to come together and support
a national effort to educate the future generations. The investment will
only benefit the long term viability of the entire industry.

So, do you think we need to update this?

A healthy debate
Tenure is always a hot topic in forestry. With proposed changes to
area-based tenure in B.C., the debate is reaching a crescendo and we
will soon (hopefully) see the results. Then there is Ontario. In 2011 the
government announced it would be modernizing the system but that
remains to be seen. As a result, probably one of the most endangered
species in Ontario is now the independent forest contractor.
A healthy debate was started after The Working Forest asked
readers to weigh about B.C.’s forest tenure. While B.C.’s debate was
prompted by the government’s recent proposed changes, the lack of
announcements in Ontario warrants a discussion to begin. If you have
any comments about Ontario’s tenure system please submit them to
lauren@workingforest.com

CALL FOR

P H OTO S

As a national newspaper based in a Northern
Ontario community, getting photos that represent
our readers across the country can sometimes be
a challenge. If you find an excellent opportunity or
have photos on file that may be of interest to others
in the industry, we’d like to see them! The Working
Forest will offer a free subscription to the owner of
a photo that makes the front page. Send your high
resolution photos to graphics@workingforest.com

ON THE COVER

BLOGWATCH
RE: Minister defends Whiskeyjack forestry
plan as its implementation looms
Fed-up Logger said on Tue 1st Apr, 2014 at 12:05:
I happen to be one of the first contractors that was blocked out of
the Whiskey Jack. Abitibi is gone. I am bankrupt and there is very few
contractors left (if any) to harvest in this area. It sickens me to watch
this toothless government sit idly by while one or two people shut down
a whole forest for over 7 years now with no legal right to do so. Let's
get the truth out. This whole issue started over one tiny little block that
Grassy did not want cut. All the other reasons were added in the dispute
to try and justify an argument. It's time to uphold the law and arrest
anyone who interferes with legal operations on crown land.

NOTE FROM THE PUBLISHER

Decicon Logging’s Nicolas
Gagnon and Ashley Brown
in the Decicon forest
hauling out the last of the
tamarack logs for their mill
in Foleyet, Ontario.

Bad weather losses,
excellent free cash
flow and the early
stages of a U.S
housing recovery are
providing plenty to talk
about in many circles.
With the Canadian
dollar down many of
the big players are
welcoming a positive
EBITDA assessment
and when coupled
with free cash flow we
are seeing expansion,
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David St. Martin
new ventures and
strategies that are
moulding the future

of the industry. It has
been said many times
but the rebound to
prosperity is now lined
up in the gates and the
next 5 years will be
a race to remember.
Now that summer
months are fast
approaching, working
hard and playing
hard can be done in
a warmer fashion with
our friends the blackfly
and mosquito.

Balancing act for Burns Lake, BC
Mayor offers moral support to victims
while accommodating community’s
largest employer after $1M fine

B

BY R ON GRECH

urns Lake Mayor Luke Strimbold says it
has been a difficult balancing act for the
municipality, offering moral support to the
victims of a sawmill explosion while trying to remain
ever-accommodating to the village’s biggest employer.
Babine Forest Products was recently fined $1 million
by WorkSafe B.C. (the workmen’s compensation board
in the province) for the explosion and fire which killed
two people and injured 19 others in the Burns Lake

sawmill on Jan. 20, 2012.
at the sawmill.”
The sawmill, which was destroyed in the blast, has
“There are two things,” said Strimbold. “We as a
community have a responsibility to support those who since been reconstructed and is now back in operation
in Burns Lake.
are grieving and going through the process of taking
legal action. We have a responsibility to offer support
The mill began
them in any way we can. But we also have to provide
producing timber
again in February
the support to the workers who are at the mill and happy
to be back there. I think it’s a really fine line for what
and there has been a
continuous ramping
is taking place right now. I know the families of the
injured workers and the two who lost their lives are
up of production
taking action to call for an independent inquiry. We, as
while “working
an elected council, have not taken a stance on anything
out the kinks in the
processing facility,”
at this point. However, we feel it’s our responsibility to
provide the support systems out there for people who
said Strimbold.
are grieving as well as for those people who are working
“When we look at
the
incident that took
Mayor Luke Strimbold
place, it was tragic.
Many individuals
are still grieving and that is a long process. Some will
always be extremely touched or impacted by what took
place. It’s tough as a community because we need to
support those individuals who are grieving. At the same
time, we need to make an effort to move forward. That
is where we need to work together with the families
and the individuals to build that strength within our
community to move forward.”
Up until the explosion, the mill employed 220 people
– which was a significant number in a community with
a population of 2,100.
Babine is now running with a smaller operation,
employing somewhere between 120 and 150 people
in the mill.
According to an investigation conducted by WorkSafe
B.C., the January 2012 explosion was linked to an
accumulation of sawdust in the mill.
Strimbold said during the rebuilding process there
was much emphasis placed by the company on ensuring
there is no repeat of this tragedy.
“There were many significant enhancements and
lots around the safety aspect, making sure it is a safer
mill,” he said.
Strimbold added there improvements made on the
production side as well, providing more efficiency and
less waste.
Burns Lake is a village located in the north-central
interior of British Columbia. ◊
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Resolute sets the facts straight on boreal forest
Company responds to criticism with
national newspaper ad campaign
BY R ON GRECH

R

esolute Forest Products has offered plain facts
in response to a campaign by environmental
activists who suggest the future of the boreal
forest is threatened
by industry.
In full page ads
that appeared in two
Canadian national
newspapers and in
a couple of major
dailies in Quebec,
Resolute outlined
what “damage”
is actually being
caused in the boreal
forest.
Richard Garneau
The area of boreal
forest lost each year
due to insects, disease and fire amounts to one per
cent, the ad pointed out.
That is five times more than the industry harvests
annually in that forest.
It was pointed out that 100 per cent of harvested
woodlands are subsequently replanted or regenerated
by the industry.
Resolute’s ad trumpeted the fact that “Canada stands
as a global leader in sustainable forest management”
and it encouraged people to visit the website –
borealforestfacts.com – to learn more.
“There were some activists campaigning on the
boreal forest ... There was misinformation and in
some cases misrepresentation and so we tried to
address this,” Richard Garneau, president and chief
executive with Resolute Forest Products, explained to
The Working Forest when asked about this advertising
initiative.
The message was primarily aimed at those living
in large urban centres, and who may not be fully
aware of the facts “when activists start talking about
deforestation in the boreal,” added Garneau. “There
is only 0.2 per cent that is harvested.”
Resolute opted to present numbers that reflect
the Canadian forest industry as a whole rather than
focusing strictly on the company’s own operations.
“We just felt it was important to give some
visibility to what is done and how stringent the law
and regulations are in provinces like Ontario and
Quebec,” said Garneau. “It is the government that

is the steward of the forests, but as an operator, as a a marketing advantage internationally in selling our
representative of the industry, we have at heart the products. So promoting our good sustainable forest
sustainable development of forests because the next practices is a good thing and the Resolute ad is an
generation needs to have trees too ... I think this ad example of that.”
really shows all the work that is being done to balance
Lindsay echoed a sentiment, also expressed by
the three pillars of sustainable development – that is Garneau, that the Canadian forest industry sometimes
the environment, the social aspect and
doesn’t do enough to blow its own
the economic aspect.”
horn and promote the merits of its
David Lindsay, president and chief
sustainable practices.
executive with the Forest Products
“The story of the forest
Association of Canada, applauded
products industry across Canada
Resolute’s effort to provide the public
is one that we can and should
with some clarity on the state of the
be proud of: Everything from
boreal forest while promoting the
our forest management practices
sustainable management practices of
through to the reduction of waste
the industry as a whole.
and particulate matter in our
This type of message offers a twosmokestacks and cleaning up of
fold benefit, he said.
our water usage. We’ve got a really
“It brings in customers and it helps
strong environmental record from
makes sure the customers you have David Lindsay
the forest right through to the mills.
know that you take this seriously,”
We’re continuing to promote it and
said Lindsay.
all our companies are continuing to
“We’re proud of our record as a sustainable industry. promote it. We’re proud of it and we think it’s got a
The Forest Products Association wants to continue to marketing advantage for Canada.” ◊
push our environmental credentials. We believe it is
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Deer proliferation disrupts forest’s natural growth
Study finds soaring populations leave
non-native species to flourish
BY T HE WORKING FOREST STAFF

R

esearchers at Cornell University in Ithaca, New
York have found that exploding deer populations
have a detrimental effect on the health of the
forests they inhabit.
The study, “Deer Browsing Delays Succession by
Altering Aboveground Vegetation and Belowground
Seed Banks,” shows how a burgeoning deer population
forever alters the progression of a forest’s natural
future by creating environmental havoc in the soil and
disrupting the soil’s natural seed banks.
“Deer are slowing down forest succession or natural
establishment. In fact, the deer are preventing forests
from establishing,” says Anurag Agrawal, Cornell
professor of ecology and evolutionary biology, a
co-author on the paper.
The multiyear study was conducted on Cornell land in
Ithaca, NY, where the deer density is about 39 animals
per square kilometer – about 10 times greater than it was
before European settlement in the late 1700s.
Deer typically prefer to eat native, woody plants and
rebuff invasive species. The study showed that when deer
consume native plants, the non-native species are left to
flourish, dropping seed in the soil.
As forests normally mature, their grasses give way
to herbs and shrubs, and then new trees eventually take
root. Expanding deer populations in Ithaca, however,
stall forest development and promote the growth of

thorny thickets of buckthorn, viburnum and multiflora
rose bushes. These spreading plants out-compete native
wood plants for soil nutrients and block sunlight from
reaching slower growing tree species seedlings. If deer
leave the forests alone, such trees as cottonwood, locust
and sumac can sprout and grow unimpeded.
The researchers found that the impacts of deer grazing
on vegetation were severe and resulted in bare soil and
reduced plant biomass, less recruitment of woody species
and relatively fewer native species. And the deer’s
negative impact on seed banks resulted in significantly
decreased overall species richness and relatively more
short-lived species of both annual and biennial plants.
Agrawal said that because deer are selective browsers,
they not only impact individual species, but also the
entire community by altering competitive dynamics
between plant species. In the study, this affected the
abundance and diversity of native species.
Co-author Antonio DiTommaso, Cornell associate
professor of weed ecology and management, along
with research technician Scott Morris gathered soil
cores–from both within and outside of fenced “deer
exclosures”–and germinated the seed. They found the
soil cores from outside of the exclosures contained many
more seeds from non-native species.
“It’s obvious that the
deer are affecting the aboveground species, but it’s like
an iceberg. There are major
effects below the soil surface.
We are seeing a divergence
of seeds contained within
the soil from what should
be there,” says DiTommaso.
“We are not seeing the seeds
of woody plants. Instead,
we’re seeing an escalation
of non-native seed and the
virtual elimination of woody
plant seeds.”
Speaking with The Working
Forest, DiTommaso said the
Photo:Paul Curtis
extremely high deer densities
essentially halt regeneration
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at an early stage of succession.
When asked about possible counter measures to
mitigate the damage both DiTommaso and Agrawal were
not optimistic.
“In a silvicultural application where one is planting
palatable woody species for regeneration it would
definitely be a concern,” DiTommaso said. “Unless
they are protected, seedlings will not survive past deer
browsing height.”
“This kind of deer population just doesn’t allow for
any regrowth whether it be through planting or allowing
natural growth,” DiTommaso said. “The non-palatable
species are all that are left. Aside from lowering the
densities there is no real way to combat it however, the
idea of a cull is a very contentious issue in the Ithaca
area.”
Where deer are an issue, some sort of protection is likely
to enhance or speed up tree establishment, as many trees
are highly susceptible. Agrawal says some reforestation
efforts have employed tubes to protect seedlings, but
that it is cost prohibitive. Without planting, the forest
will eventually regrow naturally, but he estimates in the
eastern U.S. example, regeneration can be more than 20
years delayed without protection from deer. ◊

Vie w point

Readers respond to BC forest tenure debate

A recent Working Forest E-newsletter highlighted
the debate over the proposed changes to B.C.’s
forest tenure. After asking readers to weigh in on
the debate, two viewpoints were selected to reprint.
To view all the comments visit WorkingForest.com
and search ‘Readers Respond’
RE: Forest tenure debate - where do you stand?
In my opinion a new kind of forest tenure is warranted.
Consideration should be given to a form of tenure that:
1.	encompasses reasonably large areas (can be selfsustaining and run profitably),
2.	be long term, renewable licenses,
3.	be separated from wood processing facilities,
4.	be charged with managing lands and resources in
the interests of British Columbia with those interests
clearly described within a high level framework
and implemented through an approved (see forest
practices board below) resource management plan.
5.	be managed as profit centres (covering the cost
of forest management and providing a return on
investment)
6.	based on payments of royalties to the crown (not
stumpage),
7.	subject to certain high level regulations that include
for example the concept of depletion allowances to
encourage investment in silviculture as well as in
other types of goods and services,
8.	be holistic by way of extension of the right and
responsibility to manage for recreation, hunting,
fishing, oil and gas, and mineral rights, as well as
the protection of areas for ecological goods and
services (for which payments may be sought under
an approved management plan or by way of an
approved amendments to an existing plan)
9.	be empowered to charge for goods and services by
way of permits and lease arrangements,
10. 	be held accountable by way of review by something
like the forest practices board that would itself be
funded through the deployment of this kind of tenure
11.	be held accountable through a well-defined publicly
defined system of environmental accounts (that
would require a well-developed and maintained
forest inventory) with published (annual, 5 year?)
statements that are consistent with a provincial
system of accounting,
12.	be responsible for dealing with issues that arise
beyond the borders of the forest that either impact
the forest or that are impacted by the forest
(management practices) with access to assistance/
mechanisms to resolve disputes in the best interests
of all parties
13.	make provision for compensation where regulatory
takings (eminent domain) are imposed
14.	provide for native rights preferably under some kind
of co-management agreement with clearly defined
rights and responsibilities
15.	allow for a period of transition so that existing
licensing agreements can be respected/phased
out and also so that in the process we don’t throw
the baby (timber producers) out with the bathwater
over the longer term
A question arises as to whether or not such an
arrangement can be entered into directly by private
interests or should this arrangement fall under a board
of directors made up of local and broader community
interests?
Finally, a healthy debate is long overdue; the current
system leaves good forest management in the lurch
between Government and Industry, neither of whom
want to pay for it, and both of which expect the other
one to pay. With current legislation this situation is left

unresolved (nobody is in charge) and will continue to
persist until a change is made. From my perspective
we (all British Columbians) are the losers as a result.
Our current system of tenure is born out of the use of
timber leases to serve Royal Navy stores who were
under severe shortages of timbers for ship building in
particular. The underlying concept of forest licenses
remains true to this form in many ways. Times have
changed a lot since then, and there are many more uses
and values associated with our forests beyond timber
(but this is not to suggest that timber is unimportant – it
is vital but not the only show in town); our systems of
tenure have not changed so quickly … to the point that
we are far from making best use of our forest resources,
including many ecological goods and services that we
currently take for granted.

Ian Moss
PhD RPF

Re: Forest tenure debate - where do you stand?
It is all about certainty.
I am a professional forester and I do not work for a
“Major Licencee”. I used to work for a large company
and I know what that is like. Now I manage a 30,000
ha Community Forest as well as a few forest licences
and I can tell you that these tenures are completely
different. There is an incentive to manage a community
forest for the long term in a way that will benefit the local
future generations. With forest licences not so much.
Depending on what side of the debate you are on, the
issue can be black or white. The challenge will be to sort
out the area in between which I call the “Grey” issues.
Foresters talk about “Basic Silviculture” which means
planting or reforesting a
certain number of trees
so that a harvested site
is growing freely after
about 15 years. Currently
it is the law to practice
basic silviculture when
you have the rights of a
forest tenure. One of the
concepts of area based
management is that there
is an incentive to manage
“Intensive Silviculture”. But
without laws mandating
this there is a big leap
of faith here. In the past
the way around this was
through social licence that
was written in law through
an issue of appurtenancy
(which is a whole different
can of worms).
The way I see this
tenure debate is that we
have lost many of the
forest companies in the
past 10 years. Now we
have a bunch of large
sawmilling companies or
wood fiber processing
companies. For the wood
fiber companies the issue
is about access to fiber, not
managing forests for the
long term. For the citizens
of British Columbia we
grant this access to fiber
and assume that the costs
of the social licence will be
paid, it can also be called
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maintenance. This is the Grey area. Basically the wood
fiber companies are behaving like tenants or renters
of the fiber supply. The general public expect that the
renters will do the maintenance. Of course we allow the
costs of this maintenance to be deducted from rent (aka
stumpage). We have this issue because a majority of
the forest tenures are short term 15 year Forest Licence
agreements, no different than a tenancy agreement.
These agreements with basic silviculture create the
behavior we have seen.
The intent of the Area Based Tenure debate is to
change the renter behavior of short term tenants with
basic silviculture and create tenants that will manage
for the long term with intensive silviculture. What is
missing is an agreement on what the Grey issues are.
Government has tried to do this for over 50 years now.
The other major issue is that the uncertainty of Native
Land claims still needs to be resolved. It is very difficult
to award the certainty in long term tenure if the title and
rights of the area are uncertain.
One of the concepts that have been discussed is that
TFL’s or other Area Based tenures will create long term
behavior. But what everyone should know is that this
will not be free. The costs of intensive silviculture will
have to come out of the rents or Stumpage attached
to the logs.
For now I think the only solution is to create more
area based tenures for the local First Nations and/or
communities.

Gord Chipman

RPF, Forest Manager of Alkali Resource MGMT Ltd.
and Manager of Ecolink Forest Services Ltd.

Ottawa Valley to see major boost with MDF restart
Pembroke MDF operational
by end of summer
BY LAUREN L EVAY

A

fter almost six years of dormancy, Pembroke
MDF Inc. (formerly ATC Panels), in Ontario’s
Ottawa Valley is expected to be operational by
the end of this summer.
“Most of the machinery will be finished repair by
the end of July and will be running product by the
end of August,” said general manager, Mike Ackman.
When at full capacity in the New Year, the mill will
produce 350,000 square feet of fiberboard each day
and employ 110 people with an additional 40 expected
when the moulding facility opens later in 2015.
The plant previously ceased production in November
of 2008 after what Ackman calls, ‘a perfect storm’. “The
recession caused the housing market to crash and that is
one of our direct customers. Many plants shutdown in
North America and we were one of them. At the time,
fibre was in short supply because many sawmills shut
down and electricity was very high, so it was those three
factors,” Ackman explained.
With a rebound in the housing market and other
North American fibreboard plants at capacity,
Ackman said Pembroke MDF is positioned to meet
the increasing demand. A five year contract with
the Ontario Power Authority (OPA) for reduced
electricity rates has allowed the company to be
competitive with other mills in North America.
“There are new investors and a new ownership group,
but the goal all along has been to restart and to make it as
easy as possible for that happen,” production manager,

Bruce Oattes, admitted. Oattes and three others worked to the region is expected to bring in approximately $5
at Pembroke MDF over the last six years to ensure the million in new wages for the area. Approximately 1800
people will benefit from the mill’s opening.
restart went as smooth as possible.
Fibre is being purchased from local mills, which will
“We did motor turns, manual motor turns and kept our
commitments with insurance, the Ministry of Labour save producers from shipping the 300-400kms they
and Environment. We kept up with painting, cleaning have become accustomed to since the downturn in the
and as much maintenance as we had the skillset and economy. Emon explained that 19 local mills, 58-60
timber harvesting businesses and
money to do,” Oattes explained.
15-20 trucking and forest management
Warden of Renfrew County, Peter
companies will feel the positive
Emon confirmed that a restart was
impacts of the mill opening this
always the objective, but the high
summer.
cost of electricity had been a major
Oattes illustrated the excitement in
deterrent for the previous owners.
the region with how many resumes
Emon explained that economic
the company has been receiving. “The
development officer Alastair Baird
other morning, we printed 100 job
kept in communication with previous
applications that were received within
owners to understand their plans for
just a day. It highlights how critical it is
the mill. “The big issue came down
for the employment here,” Oattes said.
to the cost of electricity. Sometimes
Mike Ackman
Responding to criticism that other
their electricity bill would exceed $1
companies in the region and the
million a month.”
rest of Ontario should be given a
“Last August we made a presentation
to the minister of energy’s parliamentary assistant. We fair playing field with reduced tax rates, Emon said,
talked about the unfairness of mills in Northern Ontario “For both commercial and residential, electricity
getting reduced rates and asked for this mill to catch rates should be a lot lower. That is a problem the
a similar break. They said they would do something,” provincial government needs to address quickly.”
Emon admitted, “Each political party has messed up
Emon said.
After undergoing an energy audit and developing the electrical generation delivery system for the last
an energy management plan, Pembroke MDF was 40 years. Instead of producing electricity and getting
approved for a reduced electricity rate through it out a reasonable rate, they tried to prevent a series of
the Industrial Electricity Incentive (IEI) program. political agendas to control the supply and production of
“It gives them a level playing field with companies electricity and they have messed up. Electricity should
be affordable and not something that drives a company
across North America,” Emon commented.
At full capacity, Emon said the 140 additional jobs to close its doors or to relocate.” ◊

Bruce Oattes overlooking the main building at Pembroke MDF
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Keeping forestry on the cutting edge
FPInnovations applies latest
technology to forestry operations
BY B RETT HANSON

T

he future is now and forestry is on the cutting
edge of some of the newest technologies. From
unmanned drones to laser topography, leading
forest research centre FPInnovations is finding new and
creative ways to apply the latest technology to forestry
operations.
Harvesting systems research manager Jean-Francois
Gingras outlines some of the high tech tools that are
coming out of the lab and into the bush.
“LIDAR or Light Detection and Ranging consists of
a large number of laser pulses emitted from a source,
typically mounted on an aircraft,” Gingras said. “Based
on the response time of the return beam you can
calculate an elevation for the features that the laser hits.
If you have a large number of hit points over an area you
can generate a 3D profile of whatever you have below.”
The technology not only provides imaging of
the ground but the forest canopy itself. With this
information, extrapolations about forest inventory
statistics can be made. By using the crown size and
height of trees, relationships can be developed to
generate stand volumes and diameter distributions.
With its ability to sample large areas, Lidar information
is considerably more accurate than that of traditional
inventory techniques.
LIDAR imaging can be used for many other
applications such as road positioning and detecting
drainage patterns in watersheds. Gingras explained
that FPInnovations is beginning to use the technology
to assess a roads safety by determining road geometry
and sight lines issues from above. FPInnovations and its
provincial and industrial partners have a large number
of research projects that involve LIDAR.
FPDat is a technology platform developed in response
to the need expressed by FPInnovations’ member
companies to have better real-time data to monitor
operations, efficiencies, and supply chain performance.
“The FPDat data logger goes into any forestry or
road construction machine. We have a communications
component called FPCom which links data from the
forest to the office and FPTrak is the website where users
can access all the data that is collected,” Gingras said.
Every hour, data is transmitted to FPTrak via satellite
or cellular regarding machine hours, down time, GPS
track logs and basic production information. Users
can then log in and produce a report showing numbers
organized by operator, shift, machine, or by day. Not
only is FPDat a data logger, it’s also a very sophisticated
navigation system for forest machines.
The explosive advancement of unmanned aerial
vehicle (UAV) technology in recent years has inevitably
reached the forest industry. UAVs and high resolution
or infrared imagery can replace a lot of the physically
demanding work with aerial imaging.
“FP Innovations has acquired a drone to conduct
a number of experiments to determine what you can
measure and how it can replace some manual ground
operations. Some applications include regeneration
and growth surveys, detecting hot spots after fires
or burns of road side piles, measurements of logs,
chip pile measurements and water crossing structures
reconnaissance,” Gingras said. “We have nearly 15
different flight applications that we will be testing this
year.”
“UAVs for civil applications have a limited autonomy
because of Transport Canada line-of-sight regulations,
so you still have to drive out to the sites with the drone.
With units such as the one acquired by FPInnovations,

you just set the flight path and altitude and they fly
themselves and return to base automatically,” Gingras
said. “You can just open your tablet PC and see exactly
what it sees while you are on the ground in your

vehicle.”
“It’s another very big advancement in forestry
operations in terms of facilitating work, reducing costs
and making tasks safer and more efficient.” ◊

FPInnovations’ UAV

An early test flight of FPInnovations’ aerial drone in the field
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Harsh winter allows Ontario
Managers hit the ground running after
one of the longest winters on record
BY B RETT HANSON

O

ntario Sustainable Forest Licences (SFLs) are
now emerging from one of the harshest winters
in years. An early onset of snow and cold
temperatures set the tone for a long cold winter. Days
and sometimes weeks of minus 20 degree temperatures
made for difficult working conditions yet allowed
greater access to certain parts of Ontario’s forests.
Not only did the winter come early but it stayed late,
allowing operators to continue working well into April.
In some parts of the province the snow still lingers in
the bush.
Paul Fantin general manager with Abitibi River Forest
Management reports that winter operating conditions
in the Abitibi River Forest were favourable despite its
harshness. The late spring allowed operation to continue
well into April.
“In the Abitibi River Forest more than 85% of our
area is in the clay belt. The late thaw has been allowing
us to move more wood to facilities and we have moved
quite a bit to gravel that will allow us to haul it later on

in the year,” Fantin explained. “In the clay belt there are
often upland sites intermixed with some lowland. Some
of the operators were going into these sites in late March
or early April, harvesting the low-land areas and will
go back in later in the year to harvest the upland sites.
The extended season will allow them to fully utilize the
volume on these sites. Since they have the conditions to
build a road and actually utilize the volume.”
The downside of the late spring is a delay in rolling
out the silviculture
program. Fantin
estimates the start
of planting will be
pushed back by as
much as ten days.
The project plan has
enough flexibility
built-in that Fantin
is confident that the
delay will not have
an impact on their
ability to complete
Paul Fantin
planting on time.
  “We have about
5.2 million trees to put in the ground which we will be
able to complete on time. Our planting program should
be about the same next year as well,” Fantin said. “We
have mechanical site prep, aerial tending and slash pile
burning also planned. It will be the second consecutive
year that we will be burning slash. We have to finish
burning some piles from last year that we didn’t get to
because of the early winter. So we are feeling the impact
of the long winter on our operations on both ends.”
  Fantin is projecting that 2013-14 will have the
highest volume harvest and utilization levels since
2008. He considers this a sign of the slow but steady
market recovery and believes there is still some room

for increased utilization in Abitibi River’s planned
harvest levels.  
  The other good news story coming out of the Abitibi
River Forest is their certification to the SFI and FSC
standards in 2013. Fantin says they are currently
working towards their first annual audit planned for
June.
The Lakehead Forest near Thunder Bay endured
an equally harsh
but somewhat less
favorable winter.
James Harrison of
Greenmantle Forest
Management says
the extreme cold
and heavy snow
did not create any
significant benefit
in the forest.
“The length of the
cold was a factor. It
just stuck with us
James Harrison
for a long time and
had an affect but it’s
a hard one to measure. Mentally, that kind of cold for
long periods of time can get people down. We still have
lots of snow in the bush here. Spring is not around the
corner,” Harrison said.
More troubling than the extreme weather in Thunder
Bay is the shortage of trucks Harrison said. More
volume could have been moved to the Resolute mill this
winter but there just weren’t enough trucks to do the
job. In addition, operators in the forest needed another
chipper to fulfil the mill’s need but Harrison says ‘it
was just not to be found.’
Like the Abitibi River Forest, Harrison believes
planting will be delayed this spring. Planners were
hoping for a mid May start but given the wet conditions

Greenmantle Forest Inc.
Thunder Bay, ON
(807) 939-3100
Fax: (807) 939-1911

ALGONQUIN
FORESTRY
AUTHORITY

HEARST
FOREST
MANAGEMENT INC.

Hearst, ON
(705) 362-4464 • Fax: (705) 362-7057

(807) 548-8000

Callander
Phone: (705) 752-3130
www.nipissingforest.com

Sault Ste. Marie
& Wawa

(705) 942-7706 | Fax: (705) 942-8798
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Huntsville, ON
•Ph:(705) 789-9647
•Fax: (705) 789-3353

100 Old Nairn Rd, Nairn Centre ON
Phone: (705) 869-4020

SFLs to operate well into spring
and amount of snow that remains in the bush that and I have been hearing that hardwood is doing better
remains to be seen.
recently. The markets for low grade pulp products are
The other delay that Lakehead Forest faces is the start spotty. That’s still a problem for us,” Gooderham said.
of their next management plan which is being held up “There has been some good news with the reopening
by a lack of an up to date inventory from the Ministry of the MDF plant in Pembroke. That may help; any
of Natural Resources.
new market is good for us. My understanding is that it
“That is going to delay the next plan by at least one should be opening this summer. It looks like we are on
if not two years. It would have been
the track for improvement.”
a 2017 -27 plan but without an
  As ever in eastern Ontario, endangered
inventory that we should have been
species legislation remains one of the
using already, it will be delayed,”
major hurdles facing operations in the
Harrison said. “We will prepare a
Ottawa Valley Forest.
contingency plan but we don’t know
  “We have a lot of Blandings Turtles.
if it will be for one or two years. We
That has a significant impact on our
are working with the government on
operations, and has been an ongoing issue
how we are going to do that. We are
for a few years now. We have adjusted
hoping it will be delivered to us in a
to it but it’s
format we can use in the next 10 to
still difficult
12 months. It’s not something we are
to operate
pleased with but nothing is going to
under those
suddenly change that will allow for Nick Gooderham
conditions,”
a 2017 plan it will be either a 2018
Gooderham
or 2019 plan now.”
said. “The
The long, cold winter in the more southern region of operators understand the
the Ottawa Valley allowed operators more time to get rules but it continues
their wood out. Nick Gooderham general manager with to cause us problems
Ottawa Valley Forest Inc. says that those conditions are particularly when it comes
not typical, in some years operations can be over by mid- to road construction. We are
February, whereas this year work continued throughout constructing roads outside
the month of March. Gooderham was pleased to have of the optimal season, which
adjustments in half load restrictions which reflected can drastically increase
the late Spring.
costs. We continue to have
  On the whole Gooderham said that markets for Ottawa discussion with MNR on
Valley Forest’s wood are improving, but things could some of those issues and
always be better.
ways to improve, have more
“There has been improvement in some sectors. White
pine is still not really moving, red pine has been doing
quite well thanks to a strong pressure treated market

195 Brazeau Rd. R.R. #3
Pembroke, ON

Ottawa Valley
Forest Inc.
Phone: (613) 735-1888 | Fax: (613) 735-1849
E-mail: ovf@webhart.net

Parry Sound, ON
(705) 746-6832
Fax: (705) 746-6162

(613) 332-6890 • Fax: (613) 332-6892
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flexibility and protect the turtles.”
  “The emerald ash borer has been confirmed in the
Ottawa Valley Forest. The regulated zone has been
extended to the north which will include all of southern
Ontario. There is not a lot of ash in the forest. So we
will wait and see what transpires,” Gooderham said.
“The important thing is being able to move the product
to destinations off the forest and that should be okay
based on the size of the new regulated zone. We should
be able to deliver to virtually all the mills that we deliver
to normally.”
With any luck the last of winter is finally behind us and
SFL managers are optimistic about the summer ahead
looking forward to an equally productive but perhaps
slightly warmer winter next year. ◊

Lines blurred between AB forestry and oil and gas
Booming oil and gas industry
diversifies and benefits forest sector
BY B RETT HANSON

A

lberta forestry is in resurgence thanks to
improved markets, diversification and the
booming oil and gas industry in the province.
Peace River based consultant Samuel Elkins explains
how increased cooperation and commerce between the
two resource sectors is a big boost to forestry.
Strategic HSE systems Inc. based in Peace River,
Alberta services clients in all walks of the Alberta

resource sector with clients in forestry, oil and gas
and transportation. Senior consultant Samuel Elkins’
diverse portfolio has him working on regulatory
compliance, environmental management systems,
forest certification, health & safety and commercial
transportation to name just a few.
As reflected in his diverse clientele, Elkins says the
lines between forestry and oil and gas are becoming
blurred in Alberta. This seems to be working for the
forest industry’s advantage, according to Elkins. The oil
and gas industry has uses not only for forestry expertise
but also products such as timber, saw dust and even
wood pellets which are used in mixing off drilling fluids.
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“Given the last ten years, forestry in Alberta has
certainly dug itself out of a hole. It isn’t just the pulp
that’s driving the sector, the lumber is now as well.
We are seeing sawmills expanding; back up to full
production and building pieces on,” Elkins said. “They
are looking at new revenue streams as well, whether
its carbon, generating power or alternative markets for
biomass. These guys are sometimes getting as much
for a load of sawdust than they would get for a finished
load of lumber. The sawdust goes to the oil field where
they mix it with drilling mud on prior to taking it to a
land fill.”
The oil and gas and forestry industries are recognizing
that integrated operations can benefit everyone yet
cooperation has its challenges. Elkins notes that oil and
gas planning can be quite secretive and while forest
companies can plan 150 years into the future some oil
and gas companies are planning what seems like two
months in advance.
“There are some good examples of success here.
Shell is a very large company who has a ten year project
planned with a forest company to remove the timber
in an area before development starts. It takes a lot of
good communication; a lot of the right people talking
to the right people. There are so many people involved
with the oil and gas industry,” Elkins said. “. There are
a lot of different levels in oil and gas. Then you have
to have the right person representing the forest industry
who can talk the same language.”
A registered professional forest technologist and
president of the College of Alberta Professional Forest
Technologists, Elkins has accumulated the skills and
experience that make him sought after as a consultant
through a long career in a variety of positions all over
the country.
“In 1994 I graduated from the Maritime Forest
Ranger School in Fredericton. In 1995 I was working
for a lumber mill in New Brunswick and that was the
year that lumber prices and the forest industry on the
east coast took a nose dive,” Elkins said. “So I headed
west and ended up in British Columbia working for the
Ministry of Forests for 8 or 9 years.”
Elkins moved on to Alberta to work for Alberta
Sustainable Resource Development and later DaishowaMarubeni Peace River Pulp.
“I started at Daishowa as a portable chipping supervisor
and transitioned to the continuous improvement
coordinator, essentially looking after all their health
and safety, environmental certification and representing
them on numerous committees, (e.g. Canadian Boreal
Forest Agreement).”
In 2011 he made the leap to full time consultation.
“My primary customer base is the forestry sector but
I have expanded into oil and gas. Peace River is rivaling
Fort McMurray for oil and gas and it may over take
that in the next few years. I also work with a couple
local sawmills and I help develop and implement their
environmental management systems. I am working with
contractors from a health and safety perspective and
also helping a company develop their FSC controlled
wood certification.”
Like the resource industries he works for, Elkins
crosses boundaries throughout the day. With over 30
companies on his roster Elkins says organization is
essential. For Alberta forestry and Samuel Elkins,
diversification and cooperation are key ingredients in
the recipe for success. ◊

Japanese birch market big business for BC woodlot
Licencee makes the most of a diverse
woodlot
BY MICHAEL B. HUM BLE

W

arren MacLennan runs a farm near
Clearwater B.C. and in his spare time,
operates a 660 hectare Crown land woodlot
and an additional 250 hectares of private land, about
60 kilometres from his farm. While his output varies,
MacLennan harvests everything from saw logs, and
fire burned cedar, to wood for a firewood business
he operates and white birch that is sold locally to an
operator that exports it to Japan.
Like many woodlot licensees in the area, MacLennan
admits that there are some challenges to managing his
resources. One challenge that stands out for MacLennan

standing after a fire, I can still use it,” MacLennan said.
Because the cedar stays standing and doesn’t
deteriorate much, he is able to salvage the wood instead
of simply throwing it into a burn pile or cutting it down
and breaking it up.
He doesn’t market the burned cedar, at least not yet,
he explained, but he has used the wood to build a couple
of miles worth of rail fencing around his farm.
Birch is another big component for MacLennan and
he typically sells the merchantable birch that he harvests
to Larry Colburn and Pete Pelton, two licensees who
operate small mills in his district.
“They are small birch producers and they actually
have a good market in Japan, and a local market for
flooring and some wooden cutlery,” MacLennan
explained.
In Japan, the harvested birch is sliced very thin,

length. It is then put into refrigeration units and taken
to the coast where it is shipped out to Japan.
Birch is a difficult wood that is very time sensitive to
harvest. MacLennan said the best time to harvest is in
the winter because that is when there is the least amount
of moisture in the wood so it will not stain as bad, and
will have a longer shelf life.
“Birch is not a very stable wood; it expands and
contracts with moisture and is prone to cracking so it
really needs to be carefully handled,” MacLennan said.
Despite the challenges of working on his woodlot,
including travel times to and from his lot, and the costprohibitive nature of shipping logs it is an experience
that MacLennan does find satisfying.
“I am happy that I am making the most of what is
growing on my lot and that I’ve found some ways to
ensure that less gets wasted,” he added. ◊

Beetle killed Lodgepole Pine that has been salvaged from MacLennan’s woodlot for fence rails on his farm.
McLennan chars the wood with the help of the local fire department as opposed to using treating posts.

was a recent pine beetle epidemic that has resulted in
pine trees that were seventy years old starting to fall
down after being dead for 5 years. Fortunately the
mills were in need of wood so it wasn’t as damaging
as it could have been.
“Because of the pine beetle epidemic we had to get an
uplift to our allowable cut and we took off a lot of wood
to clean out the dead pine,” MacLennan explained.
Late in the 1930s, prior to MacLennan getting
the woodlot, a fire ravaged the area, and while it
has rebounded with a healthy second growth, he has
managed to find a creative use for some of the fire
burned cedar that remains standing on his lot.
“I use fire killed cedar around my farm. My woodlot
burned in the latter part of the ‘30s when it was a mixed
stand with a lot of cedar. That cedar was still there when
the forest came back as second growth with lodgepole
pine leading, then fir, spruce, white pine, birch, and
some balsam, aspen, and cottonwood. As cedar stays

thin enough that you could make business cards with
it.The wood is then overlayed on top of other types
of wood to make flooring, wall panels and decorative
items. MacLennan explained that it is the clean, white
aesthetic of the birch that makes it popular. He also
said that the end products in Japan demand nothing
less than perfection.
“They have to have perfect birch so the mill operators
only take maybe at the best 20% of the tree which means
that 80% of the tree has no value so I take that and turn
it into firewood,” MacLennan said.
The milled birch is typically cut about an inch and
a quarter thick and usually no more than three feet in
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Warren MacLennan standing in front of rail
fences built from poles off the woodlot

Software helps find mutual agreement in boreal forest
Analytic approach satisfies multiple
stakeholders
BY S HARON POND

I

n the world of case studies, the caribou protection
and recovery project in Ontario, involving
government, the forest industry, First Nations
and environmentalists, is worthy of textbook.
“The optimist in me would suggest this is a fundamental
change in how decisions get made,” reflects Alan Thorne,
Chief Forester at Tembec, one of the forest industry
companies involved in the project to find a solution that
met multiple forest objectives. “Media and others tend to
portray forestry as jobs versus the environment, but this
(the Woodlands Caribou project) is a wonderful example
that if people collaborate well, there is a solution out
there to satisfy everyone’s most important objectives.”
Given their status as an indicator of healthy forests,
there has been concern over the decline of the caribou
population in Canada’s boreal forest. Scientists
recommend that caribou need large, healthy, intact and
interconnected forests to survive. By the early 21st
century, at least half of the caribou’s range had been
lost due to activities that disturb and fragment their
forest habitat, such as road building. Such changes in
the boreal forest due to human activity have put caribou
at greater risk from their natural predators—wolves.
Under the Canadian Boreal Forest Agreement (CBFA),
both the forest industry and environmental groups in
Ontario were working towards a goal of promoting
the recovery of woodland caribou in the Kesagami
Caribou Range, while meeting the wood supply needs
of area mills. The CBFA Ontario Working Group
developed a set of recommendations for the Kesagami
Range, which included a recommendation for the
delineation of three zones for caribou management on
the Abitibi River Forest portion of the Kesagami Range.
Dan Rouillard, Supervisor of the Ontario Ministry
of Natural Resources Forest Analysis and Modelling
Unit, described the recommendations as “out of the
box thinking,” but government officials were not sure if
this innovative solution would comply with provincial
forest management regulations and forest management
guidelines. As a result, Tembec and Resolute Forest
Products made a proposal to the Ministry of Natural

Resources to carry out a spatial analysis—a computer solution took a complicated situation and turned
model based on reliable data—to confirm whether the it into lay terms that could be easily understood.”
three-zone approach to caribou management could be
“That’s what we do,” responds Jennifer Landry,
adopted within the forest policy framework in Ontario. Business Analyst at Remsoft, saying the modeller
Resolute, Tembec, and the Ministry of Natural was able to take the spatial analysis and see how it
Resources came together on the project,
would impact the landscape
and called upon the New Brunswick-based
and habitat a full 60 years
software producer Remsoft, a global leader
into the future, thanks to
in software technology to help the forest
Remsoft’s spatial optimization
industry optimize its operations. Remsoft was
and forecasting capabilities.
asked to do land use trade-off analysis of the
“Other provinces are also
Ontario boreal forest which considered all of
trying to manage the boreal
the complexities of forest industry operations
landscape and the caribou
and wildlife habitat, specifically caribou.
situation,” she says. “Whether
“The Remsoft modeling proved that the
you’re talking about mining,
Canadian Boreal Forest Agreement (CBFA)
forests or animals, it still
recommendations for Northeastern Ontario
comes down to spatial trade-off
were actually feasible while still meeting a
analysis to find a solution that
number of different objectives,” says Steve Jenifer landry
works for all stakeholders.”
Watson, Forestry Manager for Ontario for
Dan Rouillard describes the
Resolute Forest Products, one of the project partners. joint project as “a very good example of collaboration
“Once it was developed, it was a matter of looking at the in a complex situation. Ontario has a forest policy. But,
modeling exercise from Remsoft which took on the role we’d reached a point, in trying to balance the wood
of showing us the CBFA proposal was, in fact, credible.” supply with the need to protect the caribou population,
“The measurable impact for Resolute,” he continues, that if we were going to push the yardstick in terms
“is that we have a credible plan for moving forward in of policy, we would have to do it across the board. So
the Abitibi River Forest region that can support caribou we brought a technical group together with everyone’s
while respecting other (wood supply) objectives. interests at the table, focused on producing a range of
The modeling we did was in support of the CBFA wood supply scenarios that utilized policy and met
Agreement and it may open the door for more the interests of both industry and the environment.”
widespread use of spatial modeling in the Ontario.”
The project pushed government to take a close look
In essence, Remsoft supported a highly sensitive and at its policy and a piece called the Boreal Landscape
complex situation, in which a balance was being sought Guide which was in draft stage at the time. “The exercise
for seemingly competing objectives for the Ontario enabled us to test the direction in the Guide and make
forest. “We were on an incredibly tight deadline for improvements before we finalized it,” says Rouillard.
the Remsoft spatial analysis project,” recalls Alan
He concludes that “government feels very positive
Thorne, Chief Forester at Tembec, the other major about the exercise. We were able to develop and
forest company involved. “But, despite the horrible evaluate scenarios, outcomes and trade-offs and
timelines we inflicted on Remsoft analyst Sandy Loder, the spatial arrangement of habitat over time for the
I appreciated his can-do, solution-oriented approach. caribou. This was the real power of using Remsoft—
The Remsoft tool we now have is well placed to we could explore a number of different options.
do the technical analysis of the forest as well as the
And the happy ending to this story, comments
social and wood supply elements, making it very Rouillard, is that: “This experience has allowed us to
easy for a third party stakeholder to look at the big demonstrate new analytical approaches that will lead
picture, and see it clearly, in an unbiased way. This to improvements in the decision support system used
helps to build trust among stakeholders. The Remsoft for forest management planning.”

Boreal Forest Photo supplied by Forest Products Association of Canada
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CLASSIFIED SECTION COMING SOON - ADVERTISE NOW
Equipment
Wanted

LUMBER PRODUCTS

Equipment
For Sale

FORESTRY SUPPLIES

Services

WORK BUSES

For all of your strapping needs
Steel, Plastic and Tool Repair
116 Shaver St.
Brantford, ON
N3T 5M1

www.jemline.com

TRUCKS-NORTHEAST
LEWIS MOTOR SALES
(NORTH BAY) INC.
Sales Parts Service Leasing

1-800-461-1631
F 705 472 2741

19 HEWITT DR, BOX 1257
NORTH BAY, ON P1B 8K5

sales@jemline.com

TRUCKS - NORTHEAST

TRUCKS - NORTHEAST

Vehicle Sales Division • Used School Bus Sales
AVAILABLE ALL YEAR:
Large Conventional Buses
20 Passenger Vans • Wheelchair Accessible Vans

877-536-6584

519-754-5432
Fx: 519-759-3830

This space
for $100

“Move your workers and supplies in and out of the forest”

chris.job@firstgroup.com • 905.252.0651 • 1.800.259.8446

LUMBER PRODUCTS

NURSERIES

NICKEL CITY
INTERNATIONAL
Your Future Forests are in the
Palms of Our Hands

Full Service Truck Dealership
Sales, Leasing, Rentals

•Specializing in Containerized Tree Seedlings
•Multi-Year Transplanted Seedlings Available

1035 FALCONBRIDGE ROAD,
SUDBURY, ON P3A 4M9

R.R. #1 Murillo, ON P0T 2G0 Tel. (807) 935-2626
Fax (807) 935-2190 hillsgrh@tbaytel.net

T 705 560 6625 F 705 560 7556

Advertise for a year for under

$599

Call Dave 1-877-869-0588
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